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Transverse momentum integrated and differential J/ψ RAA are systematically studied in Au-Au collisions
at energies selected for the beam energy scan at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider using a transport
approach, including cold and hot nuclear effects respectively in the initial conditions and the collision terms. With
decreasing energy, while the temperature, lifetime, and size of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) fireball decrease,
the nuclear absorption of the initially produced charmonia is more and more strong, and the nuclear shadowing
effect on charmonium regeneration goes to antishadowing first and then to shadowing again. As a competition
between the cold and hot nuclear effects, the QGP phase is still important for charmonium production at

√
sNN =

200, 62.4, 54,4 and 39 GeV but becomes negligible at
√

sNN = 14.5 GeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.105.064907

I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that a new state of matter, the
so-called quark-gluon plasma (QGP), can be created in rela-
tivistic nuclear collisions. At extremely high colliding energy,
as in collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
and the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), the high
temperature properties of the QGP have been systematically
studied for decades [1,2]. Among the signatures of hot QGP,
J/ψ has long been considered as a sensitive hard probe [3].
The competition between suppression due to color screening
and regeneration due to quark coalescence can explain almost
all the experimentally measured J/ψ data at low and inter-
mediate momenta, including the nuclear modification factor
RAA [4–10] and collective flows v2 [9–12] and v3 [13].

The high density behavior of the QGP is still an open
question and is the main subject of the Beam Energy Scan
program at RHIC (RHIC-BES) [14]. When the colliding en-
ergy goes down, the lifetime, size, and temperature of the
produced QGP are all reduced, but on the other hand the
cold nuclear matter effect on charmonium production be-
comes significant. For instance, the nuclear absorption is
enhanced because of the longer collision time [15], and the
nuclear effect on parton distribution goes from shadowing
to antishadowing with decreasing energy in the RHIC-BES
region [16]. When the colliding energy is low enough, the
hot medium may disappear and the cold nuclear effect will
dominant charmonium production, as the case in proton-
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nucleus collisions [17–19]. Considering the high statistics at
RHIC-BES [20] and the canonical enhancement effect on
charmonium production [17,21], one may precisely distin-
guish between the cold and hot nuclear matter effects. In this
paper we focus on the cold and hot medium effects on J/ψ
production in the RHIC-BES energy region in a transport
approach.

II. J/ψ TRANSPORT IN QGP

The charmonium motion in phase space can be described
by a transport equation including both initial production via
hard processes and regeneration in a hot medium. The char-
monium distribution fψ (p, x) for ψ = J/ψ, χc, ψ ′ in a
phase-space cell with momentum p and space-time coordinate
x = (t, x) is controlled by a relativistic Boltzmann transport
equation,

pμ∂μ fψ = −Closs fψ + Cgain. (1)

The hot nuclear effect, namely the charmonium suppression
and regeneration in the created hot medium, is reflected in
the loss term Closs and gain term Cgain. Considering that the
medium effect in the QGP phase is much stronger than that
in the following hadron phase even at lower colliding en-
ergies [22], we do not take the hadron phase into account
in this work. In this case the anomalous suppression comes
from the charmonium melting in the hot QCD medium via
Debye screening [23] and scattering with the surrounding
partons [24–26]. Due to the Debye screening, the interac-
tion range between a pair of charm quarks becomes shorter
and shorter, and the bound state (cc̄) will disappear sequen-
tially [27]. This gives the dissociation temperatures Td �
(2.3, 1.2, 1.1)Tc for J/ψ , χc, and ψ ′. If we take into ac-
count only the color screening, the temperature behavior of
the dissociation is like a step function controlled by Td : there
is no dissociation for T < Td and the dissociation becomes
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infinity for T � Td . This sudden dissociation is of course not
the real case in heavy ion collisions where the dissociation is
by the collisions between the quarkonia and the constituents
of the medium. In the collision picture, the dissociation hap-
pens at any temperature including T < Td and T � Td , and
the dissociation rate should continuously increases with tem-
perature. The dynamic scattering includes gluon dissociation
and inelastic scatterings. In this paper, we consider the gluon
dissociation g + ψ → c + c̄ as the dominant dissociation pro-
cess in the QGP with T < Td and still take the dissociation
rate to be infinity at T � Td .

The dissociation cross section σ cc̄
gψ included in the loss

term Closs can be derived through the operator production
expansion method and was calculated first by Peskin and
Bhanot [25,26]. For instance, for the ground state the cross

section is σ cc̄
gψ = A(r − 1)3/2/r5 with A = 211π/(27

√
m3

Qεψ )

and r = ω/εψ , where mQ is the heavy quark mass, mψ and
εψ are the charmonium mass and binding energy, s is the
center-of-mass energy, and ω = (s − m2

ψ )/(2mψ ) is the gluon
energy. The temperature and baryon chemical potential de-
pendence of the binding energy can be determined by the
two-body Schrödinger equation in medium [28]. In our nu-
merical calculation here we simply take εψ = 150 MeV [6],
which is smaller than its vacuum value.

Considering the inverse process c + c̄ → ψ + g for the
gain term, the dissociation and regeneration rates α = Closs/E
and β = Cgain/E are related to each other via detailed balance
principal and can be expressed as [28]

α(p, x) = 1

2E

∫
d3 pg

(2π )32Eg
W cc̄

gψ (s) fg(pg, x)

×�(T (x) − Tc),

β(p, x) = 1

2E

∫
d3 pg

(2π )32Eg

d3 pc

(2π )32Ec

d3 pc̄

(2π )32Ec̄

× FcFrW
gψ

cc̄ (s) fc(pc, x) fc̄(pc̄, x)

×�(T (x) − Tc)(2π )4δ(p + pg − pc − pc̄), (2)

where W cc̄
gψ (s) is the dissociation probability constructed by

the cross section σ cc̄
gψ (s) and related to the regeneration prob-

ability W gψ
cc̄ (s) via detailed balance, and p = (E , p), pg =

(Eg, pg), pc = (Ec, pc), and pc̄ = (Ec̄, pc̄) are charmonium,
gluon, charm quark and anticharm quark four-momenta. The
step function �(T (x) − Tc) means that we consider here only
the charmonium suppression and regeneration in the QGP
phase, where Tc is the deconfinement phase transition tem-
perature determined by the equation of state of the system.
The space-time evolution of the medium temperature T (x) is
solved from the hydrodynamics, which will be discussed in
the next section.

Since gluons are a kind of constituent of the QGP, the
gluon distribution is taken as the Bose-Einstein function fg =
1/(ep·u/T − 1) with local temperature T (x) and velocity uμ(x)
of the medium controlled by the hydrodynamics. Considering
the energy loss during the motion, the charm quark distri-
bution should be controlled by a transport approach and lie
in between two limits: the perturbative QCD limit without

interaction with the medium and the thermalization limit via
strong interaction with the medium. From the experimentally
observed large charmed meson flow in Au-Au collisions at√

sNN = 200 GeV [29], charm quarks seem to be thermal-
ized at top RHIC and LHC energies, and we can take, as a
first approximation, a kinetically equilibrated distribution for
charm (anticharm) quarks fc = ρc(x)N (x)/(ep·u/T + 1) with
the local normalization factor N (x). Considering the lower
temperature and shorter QGP lifetime in nuclear collisions at
RHIC-BES energies, charm quarks may not fully thermalized.
The partial thermalization can be described by introducing a
relaxation factor [30–32]

Fr = 1 − e−τ/τr , (3)

where τ = √
t2 − z2 is the proper time which together with

the longitudinal space-time rapidity η = 1/2 ln[(t − z)/(t +
z)] are usually used to replace t and z. The relaxation time τr

characterizes the averaged thermalization time of the medium,
and we take τr � 7 fm/c [33] at RHIC-BES energies. Con-
sidering the fact that higher momentum particles will be
enhanced in a pQCD distribution in comparison with a ther-
mal distribution, the obtained charmonium distribution will
be shifted to higher transverse momentum, when we take the
limit of perturbative QCD distribution for charm quarks. The
detailed calculation and discussion are given in Refs. [9,12].

The other effect on charm quark distribution at high baryon
density is the canonical enhancement. When only a few pairs
of charm quarks are produced in an event, the charm con-
servation effect within the canonical ensemble needs to be
considered. It becomes significant and enhances charmonium
production in heavy ion collisions at lower energies. If the
charm quark pairs are produced at the same rapidity, the
canonical enhancement factor for charmonium production can
be simply parametrized as [17,21,34,35]

Fc = 1 + 1

dNcc̄/dy
, (4)

controlled by the number of directly produced cc̄ pairs. We
take dNcc̄/dy = 1.31 and 0.027 in Au-Au collisions with
centrality bin 0–60% at

√
sNN = 200 and 14.5 GeV, the corre-

sponding canonical factor is 1.76 and 38.4. The charmonium
enhancement is really dramatic in lower energy nuclear col-
lisions. The charm quark density ρc(x) in coordinate space is
controlled by the charm conservation equation ∂μ(ρcuμ) = 0.
Since charm quarks at RHIC-BES energies are all produced
via initial binary collisions and move freely in the prehydro
stage, the initial density is governed by the nuclear geometry,

ρc(x, τ0) = TA
(
xT + b

2

)
TB

(
xT − b

2

)
cosh η

τ0

dσ cc̄
pp

dη
, (5)

where TA and TB are the thickness functions for the two
colliding nuclei A and B [36],

TA/B(xT ) = TA/B(xT ,−∞,+∞),

TA/B(xT , zi, z j ) =
∫ z j

zi

ρA/B(xT , z)dz (6)

with ρA/B being the nuclear matter distribution in the two col-
liding nuclei, xT is the transverse coordinate, b is the impact
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TABLE I. The values of the parameters used to describe the initial medium (τ0, s0, σ in
pp), initial charmonium distribution

(dσ J/ψ
pp /dy, 〈p2

T 〉, dσ cc̄
pp/dy), and cold nuclear matter effect (σ J/ψ

abs , agN ) at RHIC-BES energies.

√
sNN (GeV) τ0 (fm/c) s0 σ in

pp (mb) dσ J/ψ
pp /dy (nb) 〈p2

T 〉 (GeV)2 dσ cc̄
pp/dy (μb) σ

J/ψ
abs (mb) agN (GeV2/fm)

200 0.6 9.3 41 716.7 3.05 162.0 1.5 0.100
62.4 1.0 10.8 36 295.7 1.85 45.0 4.8 0.085
54.4 1.1 10.5 35 252.0 1.74 38.3 5.0 0.085
39 1.3 10.35 34 150.7 1.46 27.5 5.2 0.080
14.5 2.2 9.22 32 37.6 0.77 3.3 8.9 0.077

parameter of the nuclear collisions, and dσ cc̄
pp/dη is the ra-

pidity distribution of charm quark production cross section in
p-p collisions [37–39]. The value of dσ cc̄

pp/dη at RHIC-BES
energies is shown in Table I.

The initial charmonium distribution for the transport equa-
tion (1) can be obtained from a superposition of p-p collisions,
along with the modifications from several cold nuclear effects.
The J/ψ momentum distribution in p-p collisions can be
factorized as [40],

d2σ J/ψ
pp

2π pT d pT dy
= a

2π
〈
p2

T

〉
(

1 + b2 p2
T〈

p2
T

〉
)−n dσ J/ψ

pp

dy
(7)

with parameters a = 2b2(n − 1), b = �(3/2)�(n −
3/2)/�(n − 1), and n = 3.93 ± 0.03. Taking the averaged
momentum squared and differential cross section shown in
Table I, the J/ψ transverse momentum distribution in p-p
collisions at midrapidity is plotted in Fig. 1 at RHIC-BES
energies and compared with the experimental data at

√
sNN =

200 GeV.
The cold nuclear effect usually consists of nuclear shadow-

ing [43], Cronin effect [44,45], and nuclear absorption [46].
Unlike the collisions at LHC energy and top RHIC energy, the
nuclear collision time at RHIC-BES energies is comparable
with or even longer than the charmonium formation time;
the produced charmonia will be sizeably absorbed by the
surrounding nuclear matter. The surviving probability after

FIG. 1. The J/ψ pT distribution at midrapidity in p-p collisions
at RHIC-BES energies. The experiment data at

√
sNN = 200 GeV

are from Ref. [41], and B(J/ψ → e+e−) = 5.97 ± 0.03% [42] is the
branch ratio.

the absorption can be expressed as

Sabs = e−σabs[TA(xT + b
2 ,zA,∞)+TB (xT − b

2 ,−∞,zB )], (8)

where zA and zB are the longitudinal coordinates of the char-
monium production point in the local rest frames of the two
colliding nuclei. The absorption cross section σ

J/ψ
abs for the

ground state J/ψ is fixed by fitting the experimental data [15];
see Table I. For the excited states, the experimental data are
still rare. Neglecting the difference in formation time, the
absorption cross sections for the excited states can be obtained
from σ

J/ψ
abs through the mean-square-radius scaling law,

σ
ψ

abs =
〈
r2
ψ

〉
〈
r2

J/ψ

〉σ J/ψ
abs , (9)

where the mean-square radius can be obtained by solv-
ing the two-body Schrödinger equation with the Cornell
potential [28], which leads to 〈r2

J/ψ 〉 = 0.239 fm2, 〈r2
χc

〉 =
0.510 fm2, and 〈r2

ψ (2S)〉 = 0.808 fm2.
Before two gluons fuse into a charmonium, they acquire

additional transverse momentum via multiscattering with the
surrounding nucleons, and this extra momentum would be
inherited by the produced charmonium; this is called Cronin
effect [44,45]. Therefore, when doing the superposition of the
p-p distribution (7), we should make the replacement of 〈p2

T 〉
by [47] 〈

p2
T

〉 + agN l, (10)

where the Cronin parameter agN is the averaged charmonium
transverse momentum square obtained from the gluon scat-
tering with a unit of length of nucleons, and l is the mean
trajectory length of the two gluons in the two nuclei before
the cc̄ formation. The experimentally measured averaged mo-
mentum square for J/ψ in p-A collisions at Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) energy and d-Au collisions at top RHIC
energy can be well described by the Cronin effect [48,49]. The
values of agN at RHIC-BES energies are shown in Table I. To
smooth the Cronin effect, we take in numerical calculations a
Gaussian smearing [5,47] for the modified transverse momen-
tum distribution.

The shadowing effect modifies the parton distribution in
a nucleus relative to that in a nucleon, which changes the
open and hidden charm yields in nuclear collisions [50,51].
The effect is mainly due to the parton collectivity in a nu-
cleus [52] and can be parametrized as a modification factor
Ri = f̄i(x, μF )/[A fi(x, μF )], where f̄i and fi are the parton
distribution functions (i = gluon, light, strange, and heavy
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FIG. 2. The nuclear modification factor Rg for gluons in nucleus
Au from the EPS09 NLO model [16]. The solid line inside the
slashed band indicates the central value of the shadowing effect, and
the vertical band shows the momentum fraction range covered by
RHIC-BES energies for two gluons to produce a J/ψ .

quarks) in a nucleus and a free nucleon, x is the longitudinal
momentum fraction, and the factorization scale is taken as
μF =

√
m2

ψ + p2
T . The modification factor can be simulated

by, for instance, the EPS09 package [16], as shown in Fig. 2
for gluons. The interesting point here is the x dependence
of the shadowing effect at RHIC-BES energies. A simple
estimation of the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the
two initial gluons in this energy region is in the range of
0.006 < x < 0.607; see the vertical band in Fig. 2. Around
and above the top RHIC energy, there is always shadowing
effect with Rg < 1, while in the RHIC-BES region the shad-
owing approaches antishadowing when the colliding energy
decreases. This change of shadowing effect may significantly
affect the charmonium production in nuclear collisions.

Including the above discussed nuclear absorption, Cronin
effect and shadowing effect, the initial charmonium distribu-
tion can be written as

fψ (p, x, τ0)

= (2π )3

Eτ0

∫
dzAdzBρA

(
xT + b

2
, zA

)
ρB

(
xT − b

2
, zB

)

× SabsRg

(
x1, μF , xT + b

2

)
Rg

(
x2, μF , xT − b

2

)

× f pp
ψ (p, x, zA, zB), (11)

where, from the momentum conservation, the longitudinal
momentum fractions of the two initial gluons are fixed to

be x1,2 =
√

m2
ψ + p2

T /
√

sNN e±y with y being the charmonium

rapidity.

III. EVOLUTION OF QGP

The quark matter created in high energy nuclear collisions
is a very prefect fluid [53,54] and its space-time evolution
can be simulated by hydrodynamics with the conservation

equations of energy-momentum and net baryon density,

∂μT μν = 0, ∂μJμ
B = 0. (12)

The energy-momentum tensor T μν and net baryon current Jμ
B

are expressed as

T μν = εuμuv − (P + �)�μν + πμν,
(13)

Jμ
B = nBuμ + qμ,

where ε is the medium energy density, P the pressure, �

the bulk viscous pressure, �μν = gμν − uμuν the projection
tensor, πμν the shear stress tensor, nB the net baryon density,
and qμ the baryon diffusion current. In the following calcu-
lation, we take the ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density
as a constant, η/s = 0.08, and neglect the bulk viscosity and
baryon diffusion. To close the hydrodynamic equations, we
use NEOS-B as the equation of state at finite baryon chemical
potential [55,56].

The initial condition of the hydrodynamic equations, such
as the initial entropy density and baryon density, can be
obtained from the assumption that they come independently
from the two colliding nuclei [57],

s(x, τ0) = s0

τ0

[
f s
P(η)NP(xT ) + f s

T (η)NT (xT )
]
,

(14)

nB(x, τ0) = 1

τ0

[
f n
P (η)NP(xT ) + f n

T (η)NT (xT )
]
,

where s0 is the maximum entropy density, which is adjusted
to reproduce the experimentally observed multiplicity, and
f s
P, f n

P and f s
T , f n

T are rapidity distributions of the initial en-
tropy and baryon number produced by the projectile and target
nuclei. Since the initial entropy mainly comes from the “soft”
processes in low energy nuclear collisions [58], the number of
participating nucleons is the number of sources to produce en-
tropy and baryon number NP and NT , which can be calculated
through the optical Glauber model [57,59],

NP(xT ) = TA

(
xT + b

2

)(
1 − e−σ in

ppTB (xT − b
2 )),

NT (xT ) = TB

(
xT − b

2

)(
1 − e−σ in

ppTA(xT + b
2 )). (15)

The values of the inelastic scattering cross section σ in
pp in p-p

collisions which can be obtained through theoretical calcula-
tion and experimental measurement [60,61], the initial time τ0

of the medium which can be estimated from the overlap time
of the two colliding nuclei [62,63], and the maximum entropy
density s0 at RHIC-BES energies are listed in Table I.

The hydrodynamic equations with the above initial con-
dition can be numerically solved with the help of the MUSIC

package [57,64]. The time evolution of the temperature at the
center of the QGP medium created in central Au-Au collisions
at RHIC-BES energies is shown in Fig. 3. Considering the
expansion of the fluid, the temperature decreases monotoni-
cally with time. While the thermalization time (initial time)
of the system is different at different colliding energies, the
evolution trajectory of the temperature is almost the same for
all the energies. It starts at the maximum temperature at initial
time τ0 and ends at the critical temperature Tc of the QGP. The
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FIG. 3. The temperature evolution at the center of the QGP
medium created in central Au-Au collisions at RHIC-BES energies.

maximum temperatures for colliding energies
√

sNN = 200,
62.4, 54.4, 39, and 14.5 GeV are 321.0, 289.6, 279.8, 266.1,
and 244.5 MeV, and the critical temperature Tc = 165 MeV is
almost colliding energy independent [65,66]. Since the QGP
phase is formed even at

√
sNN = 14.5 GeV, we can use the

transport equation (1) to describe charmonium motion in nu-
clear collisions at RHIC-BES energies.

IV. RESULTS

The Boltzmann equation (1), with cold nuclear effect in
the initial condition (11) and hot nuclear effect in the collision
terms (2), can be analytically solved [6,28]. As a ground state
of cc̄, the experimentally observed J/ψ’s contain the direct
production and the decay contribution from the excited states
and B hadrons. Since the B decay is mainly in the high pT

region and becomes important at LHC energy, we neglect it
for nuclear collisions at RHIC-BES energies. For the feed-
down, we take 22% of χc’s and 61% of ψ ′’s to decay to
J/ψ’s in this energy region [42]. We focus in this section on
the J/ψ nuclear modification factor RAA = NAA/(NcollNpp),
where Npp and NAA are the J/ψ numbers produced in p-p
and Au-Au collisions, and Npart and Ncoll are the number of
participating nucleons and the number of binary collisions.
All the calculations are at midrapidity.

The centrality dependence of RAA and its transverse mo-
mentum distribution in a fixed centrality bin 0–60% at RHIC
top energy

√
sNN = 200 GeV are shown in Fig. 4. The slashed

bands are the calculations considering only cold nuclear effect
(α = β = 0). The band structure is due to the uncertainty of
the shadowing effect shown in Fig. 2. The full result with
both cold and hot nuclear effects is plotted as the crossed
bands, where the shadowing effect is taken as its central value
indicated by the solid line in Fig. 2. The upper and lower limits
of the bands are the calculations with and without consider-
ing the canonical enhancement factor Fc. Since the canonical
effect influences only the regeneration process in peripheral
collisions, it becomes important at lower Npart and lower pT .
At high pT , the regeneration contribution and in turn the
canonical enhancement disappears, and the band approaches

FIG. 4. The nuclear modifications factor RAA for inclusive J/ψ’s
as a function of Npart (upper panel) and pT (lower panel) in Au-Au
collisions at top RHIC energy

√
sNN=200 GeV. The slashed and

crossed bands are the calculations with only cold nuclear effect and
with both cold and hot nuclear effects. The experimental data are
from the STAR collaboration [20,67].

being a line. The competition between the two aspects of the
hot nuclear effect, namely the suppression and regeneration,
lowers the charmonium yield. From the comparison with the
experimental data [20,67], the QGP effect, which is the differ-
ence between the slashed and crossed bands, is significant at
RHIC top energy.

We now turn to see the energy dependence of charmonium
production. The J/ψ nuclear modification factor RAA as a
function of centrality Npart and transverse momentum pT are
displayed in Figs. 5 and 6 at colliding energies

√
sNN = 62.4,

54.4, 39, and 14.5 GeV. Again the slashed and crossed bands
are the calculations with only cold nuclear effect and with
both cold and hot nuclear effects. When the colliding energy
decreases from 62.4 to 54.4 and then to 39 GeV, the anti-
shadowing effect becomes more and more strong, see Fig. 2,
which enhances the charmonium production and compensates
for the larger and larger nuclear absorption. As a result, the
cold nuclear effect is almost the same at these three energies.
When the energy decreases further, the antishadowing comes
back to shadowing, and the averaged modification factor Rg
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FIG. 5. The nuclear modifications factor RAA for inclusive J/ψ’s
as a function of Npart in Au-Au collisions at colliding energies√

sNN = 62.4, 54.4, 39, and 14.5 GeV. The slashed and crossed bands
are the calculations with only cold nuclear effect and with both cold
and hot nuclear effects. The experimental data are from the STAR
Collaboration [20].

at 14.5 GeV is slightly less than unity, and the strong nuclear
absorption in this case leads to a strong J/ψ suppression.
While the canonical enhancement factor Fc is extremely large
at

√
sNN = 14.5 GeV, its contribution to the total yield is very

small; see the narrow bands in Figs. 5 and 6. This is due to the

FIG. 6. The nuclear modifications factor RAA for inclusive J/ψ’s
as a function of pT in Au-Au collisions at colliding energies

√
sNN =

62.4, 54.4, 39, and 14.5 GeV. The slashed and crossed bands are
the calculations with only cold nuclear effect and with both cold
and hot nuclear effects. The experimental data are from the STAR
Collaboration [20].

FIG. 7. The nuclear modification factor RCP for inclusive J/ψ’s
as a function of centrality in Au-Au collisions at RHIC-BES ener-
gies. A peripheral collision is defined as the collisions with centrality
bin 40–60%, and the experimental data are from the STAR Collabo-
ration [20].

fact that, the canonical effect modifies only the regeneration
and the regeneration part becomes less and less important with
decreasing colliding energy. At

√
sNN = 62.4, 54.4, and 39

GeV, the hot nuclear effect, namely the difference between the
slashed and corresponding crossed bands, is still very clear,
which indicates a sizable QGP formation in the collisions
at these energies. However, when the colliding energy goes
down to 14.5 GeV, the hot nuclear effect is already weak, the
two bands in pT distribution becomes indistinguishable due
to the large uncertainty in the shadowing effect. From the
comparison with the experimental data, the full calculation
agrees reasonably well with the data at

√
sNN = 200 and 39

GeV, but it deviates clearly from the data at
√

sNN = 62.4
GeV, for both Npart and pT distributions. It is strange that
only the cold nuclear effect can explain the data very well at
this intermediate energy, while the hot nuclear effect plays an
important role at higher and lower energies. The case here is
similar to other model calculations [5,20]. More precise theo-
retical and experimental study around this energy is needed.

Aiming to eliminate the uncertainty from p-p collisions,
one usually defines the nuclear modification factor RCP,
which is a ratio of the particle yield in collisions with
a given centrality bin to that in the peripheral collisions,
RCP = ((dN/dy)/Ncoll )|b/((dN/dy)/Ncoll )perp. For J/ψ , this
is a quantity to describe the relative suppression in the two
bins. If the medium effect is centrality independent, there
is always RCP = 1. With the above described cold and hot
medium effects, RCP as a function of centrality and the com-
parison with experimental data are shown in Fig. 7 for Au-Au
collisions at RHIC-BES energies. The deviation from unity
indicates clearly the sizable medium effect at these energies.

V. SUMMARY

Cold and hot nuclear matter effects are the driving force
to study nuclear collisions at high energies. The former is
the basement and the latter is the condition to form the
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QGP, a new state of nuclear matter. At LHC and top RHIC
energies, the cold nuclear effect is weak and the hot nu-
clear effect is the dominant one. For heavy ion collisions at
RHIC-BEC energies, the cold nuclear effect becomes strong
and the hot nuclear effect is still important, the competi-
tion between the two governs the charmonium production
as a probe of the QGP. In this paper we take a transport
equation, which can distinguish clearly the cold nuclear ef-
fect in the initial condition from the hot nuclear effect in
the collision terms, to study transverse momentum integrated
and differential J/ψ RAA in Au-Au collisions at RHIC-BES
energies.

With decreasing energy, more and more initially produced
charmonia are absorbed by the surrounding nuclear matter,
and the shadowing effect on charmonium regeneration be-

comes anti-shadowing first and then shadowing again. This
change in nuclear absorption and shadowing leads to an al-
most energy-independent cold nuclear effect at

√
sNN = 62.4,

54.4 and 39 GeV and a much stronger cold nuclear effect at√
sNN=14.5 GeV. For the hot nuclear effect, the temperature,

life time and size of the QGP fireball monotonously decrease
with decreasing colliding energy. At

√
sNN=14.5 GeV the

cold nuclear effect becomes the dominant one and the hot
nuclear effect is negligible.
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